### Wilmington Police Department

**Dispatch Log**  
From: 09/24/2018  
Thru: 09/25/2018  
2359 - 2359  
Printed: 09/26/2018

---

**For Date: 09/25/2018  -  Tuesday**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-21584</td>
<td>0029</td>
<td>BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check of the Town beach.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: 31-Clear, checks ok.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 18-21585    | 0033 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP                 | Citation/Warning Issued     |
|             |      | WEST ST                             |                             |
|             |      | BLU 2016 HYUN TUCSON Reg: PC MA 8GC971 VIN: KM8J3CA41GU076582 |                             |
|             |      | Written warning for speed.          |                             |

| 18-21586    | 0045 | CITIZEN CONTACT                     | log info. only              |
|             |      | [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST |                             |
|             |      | Tewksbury resident called to report a custody issue with his ex wife. |                             |

| 18-21587    | 0118 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP                 | Citation/Warning Issued     |
|             |      | PRIOR TO EXIT 39 - I93 NB39        |                             |
|             |      | BLK 2007 TOYT 4D CAMRY Reg: PC NH 4114402 VIN: JTNB46K473028648 |                             |
|             |      | Written warning for defective equipment. |                             |

| 18-21588    | 0131 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY                | Services Rendered           |
|             |      | [WIL 1031] WATER DEPARTMENT - ANDOVER ST |                             |
|             |      | 35- Detached garage at the Water Department is open and unsecure, 35 will be closing it. |                             |

| 18-21589    | 0153 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint          | Taken/Referred to Other     |
|             |      | AT EXIT 38 - I93NB HWY             |                             |
|             |      | Appears a deer was struck in the slow lane near the off ramp, Mass DOT notified. |                             |

| 18-21590    | 0202 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP                 | Citation/Warning Issued     |
|             |      | BETWEEN EXIT 40-41 - I93NB HWY     |                             |
|             |      | GRY 2005 MERZ SE C240 Reg: PC MA 5HM681 VIN: WDBFRPE1665F644021 |                             |
|             |      | Written warning for speed.          |                             |

| 18-21591    | 0212 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP                 | Citation/Warning Issued     |
|             |      | PRIOR TO EXIT 39 - I93SB HWY       |                             |
|             |      | GRN 2003 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 8TLX10 VIN: JHMCM55393C010223 |                             |
|             |      | Verbal for defective head lights.   |                             |

| 18-21592    | 0231 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK            | log info. only              |
|             |      | [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST |                             |
|             |      | Check of the cemetery.             |                             |
|             |      | Narrative: 33-Clear, checks ok.     |                             |
18-21593 0621 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: FOREST ST
Narrative: Traffic control.

Narrative: 31 clear, average speed 30 mph.

18-21594 0626 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + ELM ST
Narrative: Traffic control.

18-21595 0635 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: FOREST ST
Narrative: Written warning for speed and failure to inspect.

18-21596 0643 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE
Narrative: Traffic control.

Narrative: 40 clear.

18-21597 0708 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GROVE AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2016 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 7HH349 VIN: 1HGCR2F989FA005777
Narrative: written warning for speed.

18-21598 0725 CITIZEN CONTACT Investigated
Location/Address: FOREST ST
Narrative: Caller stating she is unsure if there is smoke or fog in the area, worried that someone may be doing an illegal burn in this area.

Narrative: 31 clear, 1 Forest St has a wood stove going inside their residence.

18-21599 0818 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: BRO 2004 MITS UT ENDEAV Reg: PC MA 2YY140 VIN: 4A4NN41S84E095094
Narrative: caller reporting she was being tailgated after pulling out in front of the other vehicle. caller states she pulled out from King St onto Glen Rd in front of MA reg 2YY140 and then slowed down. caller stating vehicle was behind her until route 62 when caller continued onto route 62 and other vehicle continued onto Wildwood St. no contact made between vehicles.

18-21600 0915 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Vicinity of: [WIL 3183] AIROSO, CARLOS - DENAULT DR
Narrative: Living room motion
Narrative:
Alarm company spoke to home owner who is not on property and states no one should be home at this time.

Narrative:
33 clear, reporting all entry points appear secure.

18-21602 0938 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:
33 check of cemetery.

Narrative:
33 clear.

18-21603 0949 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Vicinity of: IT SOLUTION - CONCORD ST
Narrative:
911 hangup no answer on callback.

Narrative:
32 clear, checks okay, appears accidental.

18-21605 1009 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WILDWOOD ST
Vehicle: BLK 2015 FORD F550 Reg: CO MA R91668 VIN: 1FDUF5HT2FEC04771
Narrative:
verbal for improper turn.

18-21607 1054 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 137] WINCHESTER FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER - SALEM ST
Vehicle: RED 2012 NISS LI MURANO II Reg: PC NH 3849285 VIN: JNSA21MXCW233906
Narrative:
m/v lockout.

Narrative:
32 clear, service provided.

18-21608 1124 Police Departmental Service Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
32 mail run.

Narrative:
32 clear.

18-21609 1139 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 static call. spoke to Jeff in Security who will check into phone issue.

18-21610 1143 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Narrative:
31 parking enforcement.

Narrative:
31 clear

18-21611 1200 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 FORD EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 245DZ8 VIN: 1FM5K8D8XHGA25386
Written warning for speed.

18-21614 1216 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2007 CHRY SE 300 Reg: PC MA 4831EK VIN: 2C3KK53G37H615581
Written warning for speed.

18-21615 1233 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative: 31 traffic enforcement.
Narrative: 31 clear.

18-21616 1252 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: REED ST
Vehicle: GRY 2008 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 7GK634 VIN: 1FAHP35N38W267748
Citation for speed and expired inspection sticker.

18-21618 1351 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Narrative: 33 traffic enforcement.
Narrative: 33 clear.

18-21619 1410 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: 31 traffic enforcement.
Narrative: 31 clear.

18-21621 1507 SERVE SUMMONS finish
Location/Address: POULIOT PL
Narrative: Attempt to serve summons
Narrative: Unable to serve, no one home at this time

18-21624 1601 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Vehicle:
Narrative: Enforcement

18-21625 1612 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Vehicle: BLU 2005 CHEV AVALAN Reg: PC MA BR6944 VIN: 3GNEK12Z15G221439
Narrative: Citation for speed

18-21626 1621 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
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Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2011 DODG RAM Reg: FC MA 4107KL VIN: 1D7RV1GP3BS642996
Narrative: Caller reporting he was turning right onto Main St from Middlesex headed Northbound and the train gate came down and struck his vehicle. Keolis notified to check out gate for any possible damage

Narrative: Keolis notified
Narrative:

18-21627 1624 CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address: [WIL 1034] CUMBERLAND FARM GULF GAS STATION - MAIN ST
Narrative: 31 off with male party at store
Narrative: 31 returning with one in custody
Narrative: Arrest: Brendan Galvin
WMS
Refer To Arrest: 18-356-AR
Arrest: GALVIN, BRENDAN A
Address: 101 SQUIRE LN TEWKSBURY, MA
Age: 29
Charges: WARRANT ALL OTHERS

18-21628 1624 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Vehicle: BLK 2013 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 418WP9 VIN: KMDH4AE1DU656648
Narrative: Citation for speed.

18-21629 1626 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 open line with static
Narrative: Clear, spoke with homeowner, checks ok

18-21630 1632 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Location/Address: MINKRUN RD + POULIOT PL
Narrative: Tree fell and is now leaning on wires in the area
Narrative: 32 - large tree down on wires blocking roadway
Narrative: Reading Light notified and responding. Verizon pole 439/10 is closest.
Narrative: Reading Light on scene
Narrative: Reading Light removed tree and placed to the side with caution tape. Faxed to the DPW

18-21631 1639 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Narrative:
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Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Narrative:

Verbal warning for speed.

18-21632 1642 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 1JH872 VIN: 4T1BF1FK3EU313075
Narrative:

Citation for speed and adult seatbelt violation

18-21633 1700 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: PARKER ST
Vehicle: BLU 2011 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 974GD8 VIN: 4T1BF3EK2BU674421
Narrative:

Citation for speed

18-21634 1710 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: PARKER ST
Vehicle: WHI 2013 FORD TRANSI Reg: CO MA R35699 VIN: NMOLS7BN5DT136635
Narrative:

Citation for speed.

18-21635 1721 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 239] L3 SSG COMMUNICATIONS - JONSPIN RD
Narrative:

Caller reporting disgruntled employee terminated, requesting extra patrols

Narrative:

Company was advised if the party returned to contact station and seek no trespass order

18-21636 1725 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2011 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: PC MA 437NS6 VIN: 5NPEB4ACXBH290138
Narrative:

Citation for speed and seatbelt violation

18-21637 1802 SERVE SUMMONS finish
Location/Address: FOULIOT PL
Narrative:

Attempt to serve summons

Narrative:

Clear, served in hand to juvenile, summons explained to her and father who was present

18-21638 1812 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Could Not Locate
Vicinity of: MAIN ST + CLARK ST
Narrative:

Report of a dog running in and out of traffic, beige and brown lab mix with one blue eye and one brown eye

Narrative:

32 - checked the area, unable to locate

18-21639 1836 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 962] MEINEKE MUFFLER - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 5ML198 VIN: 4T1BG22K7YU976176
Narrative:

Written warning for expired registration, renewing online
18-21641  1840  Police Departmental Service  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1028] LIBRARY - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:  Community policing

18-21642  1927  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:  Check of the beach

18-21643  1943  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  log info. only
Location/Address:  BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle:  2018  Reg: ZZ TN U772185 VIN: 1JJV532DXJL058892
Vehicle:  2016  Reg: AP IN 2107864 VIN: 1FUJGLDRXDSBU5577
Narrative:  Caller reporting a TT unit struck the sign at the Animal Hospital, left the scene towards Burlington on Rte 62.
Narrative:  Burlington PD notified.
Narrative:  31 - unable to locate truck in the area, sign to the Veterinary Clinic knocked out of ground. See report
Narrative:  31 located TT unit with yellow cab and white back on Milton Way, TN U772185
Narrative:  31 - truck driver and 31 took photos of damage. Company operator works for is Seagate Freight LLC in Grapevine, TX. See report
Narrative:  Message was left for veterinary clinic regarding damage to sign
Refer To Incident:  16-1013-OF

18-21644  2000  DISABLED MV  Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of:  MIDDLESEX AVE + HIGH ST
Vehicle:  RED 2005 TOY SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 5SK680 VIN: 2T1BR30E15C555547
Towed:  For: DMV By: Cains Towing To: Towed to Owners Home
Narrative:  DMV in the area
Narrative:  Cains notified to tow
Narrative:  Cains has vehicle, vehicle will be towed to residents house

18-21649  2005  ASSAULT / A&B  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 35] FRITO LAY - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  Past A&B between coworkers, see report
Refer To Incident:  18-1014-OF

18-21645  2039  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:  check of the cemetery
18-21646  2051  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  Check of Town Hall

18-21647  2051  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 290] FUSION SUPPLY - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  911 abandoned call. Static on the line on callback.

Narrative:  32 - checked the exterior doors, no lights on inside, building checks secure. Workers in a company next door have not seen anybody inside. Clear.

18-21652  2238  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address:  BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:  Assist FD with radiobox

Narrative:  32 reporting no fire or no smoke, no alarms sounding
Narrative:  32- clear FD to handle.

18-21653  2239  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:  Check of the property